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From the Principal’s Desk
Hello and welcome back to the beginning of Term 2. We
hope you had an enjoyable break and had the
opportunity to spend some family time together.
I would like to extend our condolences to Marg Clark
and her family after the recent loss of her sister-in-law,
SA Police Detective Superintendent Joanne Shanahan.
Our thoughts and deepest regret go out to Marg’s family
at this difficult time.
As of today we have had a large increase in the number
of students returning to school. We currently have
approximately two thirds of our school population
attending. This rise in attendance has meant that what
we planned for our teaching and learning model, at the
end of last term, will need some adjustments to cater
for both learning at home and learning at school.
Students at school in most cases have now been
repositioned into their usual class groups. Students at
home will be using an online system, utilising the
Prospect North Primary School Moodle, See Saw and
One Note as the main platforms. The mode of delivery
for classrooms will be a combination of Webex and
usual face-to-face teaching as students transition back.
For those attending school we will continue to:
 Follow safe work practices including appropriate
physical distancing measures for staff.
 Implement increased cleaning schedules across the
school.
 Make sure we have adequate hygiene products
such as soap, hand sanitizer and tissues.
 Encourage regular hand washing throughout the
day.
 Minimise contact from outside providers.
 Continue with no Facilities hire, afterschool sports
or practices and excursions or incursions.
For those children Learning at Home there will be a
combination of online, work package and text book
activities. Timetables from classroom teachers have
been posted on our Moodle. We do not want our
children on electronic devices all day. Importantly
children thrive in an environment where there are clear

routines. Home routines during distance learning should
also include:
1. A work space in an open but quiet area of the
house. An area that is free of distraction but
able to be supervised.
2. Academic Time - Between one to two hours
of literacy and numeracy activities/ learning
each day. Children can develop their academic
skills, play games, solve puzzles, keep a journal,
investigate and inquire.
3. Physical Exercise – encourage free time
outside in the backyard exploring and getting
out into the fresh air. This could be a great
family activity at the start of end of the day.
4. Creative Time: A big part of learning is
developing creative thinking and problemsolving skills. Creative time can include the
following activities: construction, drawing,
craft, playing a musical instrument, cooking.
5. Civic responsibilities: Chores can include the
following activities doing the dishes, wiping
surfaces, taking out the rubbish, making beds,
folding laundry, tidying and organising their
learning spaces.
6. Health and Wellbeing – quiet times for:
reading (relaxation and pleasure), colouring, or
mindfulness activities.
When students return to school, please make sure all
electronic devices and resources including Maths Packs
are also returned.
We would like to ask parents to continue to support
the safety of our community by minimizing their time
on site. Please continue to drop and pick up your
children at the gates. Thank you once again for your
support during these uncertain times. Stay safe and
healthy.

Nicola Launder

PNPS Narrative Writing Challenge

Congratulations

This month we are running a narrative writing
challenge. We are all encouraging students to enter
this challenge. All details are on the next page, and
entries will be accepted until the end of May.
We have some great prizes to give away!
We will publish a selection of the entries in the
newsletter.

Billy van Hout from Studio 9 has been racing BMX for
5 years now and has recently returned from Victoria
where he competed in a National Series race in
Shepparton against some of the fastest 10 year old
boys in the country.
He had to race in 2 moto’s where he had to finish in
the top 4 out of 8 in each race to qualify for the FINAL.
Billy won his first moto and came 2nd in his second
moto qualifying for the Final in 2nd position.
Out of the 15 competitors entered in his age division
Billy finished on the podium in 3rd place.
This is an outstanding result for him as he has been
training extremely hard 6 days a week in the lead up
towards the NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Library Resources
Prior to the end of term 1, many students were issued
with extra library books and readers to carry them
through uncertain times. As your child returns to
school this term, we ask that ALL readers and books
are returned to the library.

Scholastic Book Club
This term, Book club will run differently. For the first
time, there is a Virtual Book Club.
Every child will still have
the opportunity to
access a catalogue, and
best-value books will
still be available.
All orders will still be
delivered to the school
as normal.
LOOP ordering is the
easiest way to order
during term 2 (online
ordering with credit
card).
However if you prefer to order with cash through the
school we can accept your order. Either print the
order form on page 31 of the catalogue, or write your
child’s name, class, the item name and number on
paper and hand to the front office with payment.

Closing date for all orders for issue 3 is
Thursday May 14th
Please follow this link to access Issue 3 Book club:

https://issuu.com/scholastic_australia/docs/aus
_issue_3?fr=sMTQ2ZTExOTgzNjE
LOOP orders can be placed through this link:

https://mybookclubs.scholastic.com.au/Parent/
Login.aspx
Thank-you for your continued support.

Happy Mother’s Day
We would like to take this opportunity to wish all our
mothers and grandmothers a very happy Mother’s
Day on Sunday May 10th. We hope you all enjoy your
day.

Ramadan
Ramadan started this year on Friday April 24th.
Ramadan is one of the five pillars of Islam. This takes
place in the ninth month of the Islamic calendar,
when the new moon occurs.
Muslims fast from before sunrise to sunset, and in
this time do not eat or drink. Children start fasting
once they reach maturity.
At the end of Ramadan, Muslins celebrate the three
day festival of Eid, which also coincides with the
arrival of the
new moon.
We wish all
our Muslim
families and
students
a
very happy
Ramadan.

This year, we have been investigating what makes a successful learning
environment in order to set up our new classroom!
We interviewed Professor
Stephen Heppell and completed
empathy maps in other areas of
the school before forming our
project teams to begin
designing and prototyping
our chosen Learning Areas.

We are so excited to finally move in!
Here are our favourite parts of the new classrooms.
I like the Art area. I
especially like
painting pictures
and painting on
rocks! – Aashka

We love the Maths
area. We use the
Maths resources to
make up our own
Maths games and we
time each other!
– Ali and Asghar

I like the writing area the most. It has lots
of paper and materials. I love drawing
dragons and making books about
them. – Katherine

Our project was
creating a dramatic
play area. We chose a
police station. I like that
we got to set it up and
my favourite part is
using the computer in
the reception area
– Michael

I like the Art area. I
especially like painting
pictures and painting on
rocks! – Aashka

I like investigating
rocks and crystal at
the Science area.
We have a cool light
table. – Hao

BUILDING POWERFUL LEARNERS IN THE
SENIOR STUDIO

A big focus in the Senior Studio has been to expand students’
capacity to learn. One of the strategies that we have adopted
is the Building Learning Power Framework designed by
Professor Guy Claxton.
This framework







is based on an extensive body of research into learning and
the brain
grows a student’s learning character and habits
develops the appetite and ability to learn in different ways
transforms the culture of the classroom and the climate of
the school
shifts responsibility for learning to learn from the teacher
to the learner
engages teachers and students creatively as researchers
in learning

These posters show our interpretation of the Learning
Dispositions and the learning muscles we are building.

Room 3 and Room 4
Just before COVID-19 really affected our school, students learnt how to make a vehicle with wheels that turn, as
part of their learning in investigations. They learnt new words such as chassis (cardboard), axle (skewer) and
sheath (straw) in the process. Students needed to test that the wheels turned when
they pushed the vehicle.
The next step for students was to turn this into something creative.
They set a goal: I am going to make a...
They drew a design of the model they were going to make which needed to include labels and materials
they needed.
There was criteria students had to meet such as having a number plate.
Some ways students got ideas was by askng a friend, by checking on the internet what something such as a spoiler or wheels looks like.

When the model was finished, students reflected on their work by taking a photo and
audio to put on Seesaw, as well as a written reflection in their books.
The results were amazing! Now they can apply their learning to other
models.

I am proud of my work because...
Something I found hard was...
My favourite part was...
because...
I learnt...

